
 

 

 

 

Appreciations Friday 8 December 2023 

Year 7 

Miss S Foley would like to appreciate Khaqan A for showing determination to succeed in Spanish lessons. 

Miss A Mellard would like to appreciate Reuben B for reading his library book, The Hobbit, in just two weeks. 

Mrs K Byrne would like to appreciate Mirella B for always working so hard in our lessons. 

Mrs K Byrne would like to appreciate Nicole C for always working so hard in our lessons. 

Miss S Ambrose would like to appreciate Michael C for fantastic effort in History showing determination always. 

Mrs K Byrne would like to appreciate Bonnie C for always working so hard in our lessons. 

Mrs K Byrne would like to appreciate Devika D for always working so hard in our lessons. 

Mrs K Byrne would like to appreciate Ava H for always working so hard in our lessons. 

Mrs K Byrne would like to appreciate Ruby-Rose H for always working so hard in our lessons. 

Miss L Winnington would like to appreciate Elsa H for always persevering in Maths. I'm so proud of you. 

Miss S Foley would like to appreciate Daisy J for showing determination to succeed in Spanish lessons. 

Mrs K Byrne would like to appreciate Dean O for always working so hard in our lessons. 

Miss S Ambrose would like to appreciate Owen Q for fantastic effort in History showing determination always. 

Mrs K Byrne would like to appreciate Amelia-Leigh S for always working so hard in our lessons. 

Mrs K Byrne would like to appreciate Hannah T for always working so hard in our lessons. 
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Year 8 

Miss L Winnington would like to appreciate Charlie C for always being a respectful, kind student. 

Miss S Ambrose would like to appreciate Heidi C for fantastic effort in History showing determination always. 

Miss L Winnington would like to appreciate Wisdom E for showing the school's values of determination, integrity 
and respect every day. 

Miss S Ambrose would like to appreciate Jacob G for fantastic effort in History showing determination always. 

Miss S Foley would like to appreciate Ellis H for showing determination to succeed in Spanish lessons. 

Miss S Foley would like to appreciate Lois M for showing determination to succeed in Spanish lessons. 

Miss S Ambrose would like to appreciate Habeebah M for fantastic effort in History showing determination always. 

Miss S Foley would like to appreciate Leighton V for showing determination to succeed in Spanish lessons. 

Miss S Foley would like to appreciate Rhys W for showing determination to succeed in Spanish lessons. 
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Year 9 

Ms L Rangel would like to appreciate Justin A for your determination to improve work in Spanish and showing 
ongoing progress. 

Ms L Rangel would like to appreciate Sami B for your determination to improve work in Spanish and showing 
ongoing progress. 

Ms L Rangel would like to appreciate Kevin B for your determination to improve work in Spanish and showing 
ongoing progress. 

Ms L Rangel would like to appreciate Jonanthon B for your determination to improve work in Spanish and showing 
ongoing progress. 

Miss S Ambrose would like to appreciate Gabriella C for fantastic effort in History showing determination always. 

Ms L Rangel would like to appreciate Jessie C for your determination to improve work in Spanish and showing 
ongoing progress. 

Ms L Rangel would like to appreciate Ethan C for your determination to improve work in Spanish and showing 
ongoing progress. 

Ms L Rangel would like to appreciate Jack D for your determination to improve work in Spanish and showing ongoing 
progress. 

Ms L Rangel would like to appreciate Evan D for your determination to improve work in Spanish and showing 
ongoing progress. 

Miss L Winnington would like to appreciate Esther E for always showing determination and resilience in Maths. 

Ms L Rangel would like to appreciate Joe E for your determination to improve work in Spanish and showing ongoing 
progress. 

Ms L Rangel would like to appreciate Louie F for your determination to improve work in Spanish and showing 
ongoing progress. 

Ms L Rangel would like to appreciate Poppy Mai F for your determination to improve work in Spanish and showing 
ongoing progress. 

Miss S Foley would like to appreciate Joshua G for showing determination to succeed in Spanish lessons. 

Ms L Rangel would like to appreciate Ellie-Mae H for your determination to improve work in Spanish and showing 
ongoing progress. 

Ms L Rangel would like to appreciate Laila J for your determination to improve work in Spanish and showing ongoing 
progress. 

Ms L Rangel would like to appreciate Nathan L for your determination to improve work in Spanish and showing 
ongoing progress. 

Ms L Rangel would like to appreciate Charlie L for your determination to improve work in Spanish and showing 
ongoing progress. 

Ms L Rangel would like to appreciate Kadie-Lee M for your determination to improve work in Spanish and showing 
ongoing progress. 

Ms L Rangel would like to appreciate April M for your determination to improve work in Spanish and showing 
ongoing progress. 

Ms L Rangel would like to appreciate Lily P for your determination to improve work in Spanish and showing ongoing 
progress. 

Miss S Ambrose would like to appreciate Emily R for fantastic effort in History showing determination always. 

Ms L Rangel would like to appreciate Silvia S for your determination to improve work in Spanish and showing 
ongoing progress. 



 

 

 

 

 

Ms L Rangel would like to appreciate Xander S for your determination to improve work in Spanish and showing 
ongoing progress. 

Ms L Rangel would like to appreciate Mia S for your determination to improve work in Spanish and showing ongoing 
progress. 

Miss S Foley would like to appreciate Sophie U for showing determination to succeed in Spanish lessons. 

Ms L Rangel would like to appreciate Laura Z for your determination to improve work in Spanish and showing 
ongoing progress. 
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Year 10 

Miss S Ambrose would like to appreciate Casey B for fantastic effort in History showing determination always. 

Miss S Foley would like to appreciate Leighton G for showing determination to succeed in Spanish lessons. 

Miss S Ambrose would like to appreciate Riley H for fantastic effort in History showing determination always. 

Miss S Foley would like to appreciate Brandan M for showing determination to succeed in Spanish lessons. 

Mr A Freeman would like to appreciate Benjamin O for being a gentleman. 
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Year 11 

Miss S Ambrose would like to appreciate Harry C for fantastic effort in History showing determination always. 

Miss S Foley would like to appreciate Jeffery E for showing determination to succeed in Spanish lessons. 

Miss S Foley would like to appreciate Evie G for showing determination to succeed in Spanish lessons. 

Miss S Foley would like to appreciate Alexander G for showing determination to succeed in Spanish lessons. 

Miss S Foley would like to appreciate Nikol K for showing determination to succeed in Spanish lessons. 


